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The Connected Vehicle Professional Certification (V2V, V2P, V2I, V2N, V2X) is a
vendor-neutral comprehensive education and certification curriculum that signifies the
requisite foundational understanding necessary to perform tasks in connected intelligent
transportation and infrastructure, in-vehicle safety, communication protocols, data, cybersecurity and security spaces.

Estimated Hours

Number of Courses

20

14

Learning Type

Need Help?

With video-based and on-line live
instruction, learning is self-paced and
allows you to interact with professionals
in the industry.

Contact us at support@thenexted.com to
discuss this MicroTraX with an advisor.
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Connected Vehicle Professional (CVP)
Certification MicroTraX
CAV2001
CAV2002
CAV2003
CAV2004
CAV2005
CAV2006
CAV2007
CAV2008
CAV2009
CAV2010
CAV2011
CAV2012
CAV2013
CAV2014

Introduction to Connected Vehicles
Introduction to Autonomous Vehicles
Key Stakeholders
Communication Protocols
Active Safety Systems
Telematics & TCP
Software and Hardware
Architecture DSRC & Basic Safety
Messaging V2X Standards & Major
Consortia VII Research
Introduction
VII POC
Test Facilities
Data

Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites for this MicroTraX but participants are encouraged to have a
basic understanding of vehicle engineering concepts prior to enrollment.

How does this work? What can I expect?
After registration, you will receive your login credentials to our Learning Management System via
email. This will grant access to your learning guide, outside assignments and online materials
portion of the MicroTraX. Following completion of the online materials, you will receive an online live class schedule. Once you have completed the online learning and online live seminar,
you are then granted access to the online exam.

What is the process for taking the final exam?
The exam is taken online. This MicroTraX includes everything needed for you to take the
Connected Vehicle Professional (CVP) exam. You will also receive a practice exam. Individuals
seeking the Connected Vehicle Professional (CVP) pass the final examination with a 70% success
rate. Students are allowed to retake the exam twice additional time within 30 days of the prior
exam.
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Does the Certification have a start and end date? Will the hours be listed on my
certificate?
If requested, the number of hours completed and start/end date can be included on the certificate. If you
would like to include this information, please let us know at least one week prior to completing the exam.
This certification is presented by the Connected Vehicle Trade Association (CVTA).

Are there discounts or payment plans? What if my employer is paying?
The NEXT Education does provide a government employee discount. Please contact us to receive a
link to use with your registration to receive that discount. We do not present payment plans, however,
we do accept most major credit cards. Should an employer be paying for the registration, please
contact us.
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Learn From The Best In The Field

Alisyn Malek

Executive Director, Commission on the Future of Mobility
CEO, Middle Third
Co-Founder, May Mobility
Alisyn Malek is the Executive Director for the Commission on the Future of Mobility. She is
also the founder and CEO of Middle Third, a boutique mobility consultancy helping clients
to unlock the potential of technology and transportation. Prior to these roles, she cofounded May Mobility building autonomous vehicle transportation solutions. She grew the
company from laboratory concept to operations in three states and a strong pipeline for
growth in less than three years. Alisyn started her career as an engineer working on
electric vehicle charging technology at General Motors before moving to their corporate
venture arm, leading investments across electrification, connected vehicles, mobility and
autonomy. Alisyn was recognized as an Automotive News All Star in 2019, a top ten
female innovator to watch by Smithsonian in 2018 and a top automotive professional
under 35 to watch by LinkedIn in 2015.
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Learn From The Best In The Field

Bob Fust

Vice President, ESG
Bob Fust is Vice President at ESG which has served automotive
manufacturers and suppliers as a competent electrical engineering partner
for over twenty years. Working globally, Bob is an expert in his field serving as
an educator and advisor with those on the ground responsible for deploying
and maintaining intelligent transportation and new mobility systems. Prior to
joining ESG, Bob was Global Data Connectivity Technical Manager for Delphi
and Regional Sales Manager at Autosplice.

Learn From The Best In The Field

Scott McCormick

President, Connected Vehicle Trade Association
With degrees in mathematics, mechanical and aerospace engineering, business
and Doctoral Research in artificial intelligence, Scott leads the Connected Vehicle
Trade Association. Having served as General Electric’s Factory with a Future Program
Manager for both the Transportation and Aircraft Engine Business Divisions he
implemented over $1 billion in advanced automation and systems. Scott has served as
a Congressionally appointed advisor to the US Secretary of Transportation on matters
relating to the study, development, and implementation of intelligent transportation systems.
He has also served as the Chief Transportation Consultant to the Asia Pacific Economic
Community for the US State Department. Scott is a member of the TU Automotive Hall of Fame.

Learn From The Best In The Field

Séamus Hatch

Founding Partner, Level Eight Ventures
Séamus has spent over twenty years building businesses around new technology as an
executive, CEO and board member. He was developing distributed object-oriented securities
trading systems in the 1990s, big data and AI systems before they were cool, as well as one
of the first large-scale enterprise SAS systems. He spent several years in China growing venture
and private equity funded businesses. After fifteen years in Silicon Valley, Seamus moved to
Ann Arbor as a founding partner of Level Eight Ventures. He is a mentor for TechStars, instructs,
helped develop the SAE Connected Vehicle Professional certification program and is a frequent
speaker at industry conferences. He is a board member/investor/adviser to a number of early
stage technology companies, including We Predict, Pathware, SpinTech, Cambridge Quantum
Computing, Invision AI, Rally and The NEXT Education.
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Our Approach
The NEXT Education’s platforms provide you and your teams with the knowledge and power to
innovate and advance the development and deployment of the intelligent transportation and new
mobility industries. We have partnered with organizations working in industries developing and
advancing intelligent transportation and new mobility systems to offer credentials, certifications
and CEU/PDH credits.

MicrotraX Platform
Through a series of video-based and online live instruction, learning is delivered in a flexible,
convenient and entertaining format. With knowledge check throughout the process, these
self-paced programs allow you to advance your career whenever and wherever you are
ready to learn.

Video & Online Seminar Based Programs
The video and online learning model is both collaborative and flexible combining the best of
self-paced and instructor-led learning.

Real-World Projects
Real world projects and problems, proposed by subject matter experts in the field, give you
the opportunities for hands-on, up-to-date skills by putting them into practice and creating a
portfolio of work.

Certification & Credentialing Programs
Our innovative certification and credentialing partnerships allow you to stay up to date but, more
importantly, to gain valuable recognition to advance your interests and your career.
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The NEXT Education
For the Change Agents. For the Curious. For the Innovators.
Intelligent transportation and new mobility systems are built on critical knowledge and deep
problem-solving skills combined with a passion for creating a safer, accessible, equitable,
sustainable and connected transportation infrastructure.
As connected and autonomous mobility and smart cities rapidly increase, so does the demand
for knowledgeable leaders, certified and credentialed employees, and skilled workers. This requires
consistent up-to-date information on new technologies and real-world experience to stay relevant
in an increasing number of fields.
Subject matter experts in the field offers opportunities for hands-on, up-to-date skills by
proposing field-inspired problems to solve as part of a course project. This puts their learning
into practice and builds experience and a meaningful portfolio.
As part of The NEXT Education’s educational offerings, our innovative certification and
credentialing programs help students gain valuable recognition necessary to upskill and succeed
in their careers. With credentialing and certification curriculum developed in strategic partnerships
with industry leaders and insights for what’s next weaved into our own instructor base you will be
well-positioned to provide impactful insights in the workforce of today and tomorrow.
Installers & Technicians
For installers and technicians who are seeking ways to upskill and equip themselves with the
knowledge and expertise of today’s advanced technology systems, The NEXT Education offers
various tracks in autonomous and connected vehicles, and more.
Engineers
Smart infrastructure, intelligent transportation and mobility communication advancements are becoming
more and more of a reality in the mobility landscape. We have those offerings to help engineers get ahead
of the curve.
Leaders & Planners
For the next-generation mobility leaders and visionaries, The NEXT Education provides unique
dialogue from industry experts in the public policy, transportation, automotive and emerging
technology fields.
Policy Makers
Understanding legislation, regulation, the administration of both and communicating the
intersection of data, technology and transportation to the public is imperative.

If you have specific areas of interest, please contact us and we can guide you to other programs
that suit your needs.
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Want to Help Others Be Agents of Change? Partner With Us!
We know that building and refining quality education programs starts with strong partnerships.
THE NEXT Education is always looking for strategic partners to support and grow the potential
for new immersive educational offerings. Together, The NEXT Education and our strategic
partners map out the learning path and delivery options through highly customizable
approaches. This nimble and agile approach allows educational opportunities for ever evolving
skills and needs.
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